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Three Parts of Energy Policy
Nuclear power

Directed by the Atomic Energy Council, AEC

Energy technology development

More dominated by the National Science Council, NSC

All others energy related issues 

Directed by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, MOEA

MOEA controls almost all energy related issues except the 
technology parts by AEC and NSC 



Subordinate units of MOEA 
Bureau of Energy

energy policy determination

State-owned Enterprise Commission

2 national companies 

Chinese Petroleum Corporation, CPC

Taiwan Power Company, Taipower

refined by government

must obey the request of government such as the 
price freezing strategies in past few years 



Energy Policy Framework



Energy Security Indicators (2007) 



Stabilized Energy Supply
Government tries very hard to stabilize energy supply 

by implementing the regional energy development

less achievement
since most private firms tend to import cheaper energy 
sources from foreign country

Taiwan is getting more and more dependent on imported 
energy in recent years 

20062001199619911986Year

98.29 99.3298.2697.1993.63Rate (%)

The percentages of imported energy



Promote Energy Efficiency
No significant improvement is observed for the efficiency 
policy

due to the cheaper energy price

Very few manufacturers are willing to enhance their energy 
efficiency 

due to the limited electricity costs savings

Many private firms indicates that the reason of no energy 
efficiency equipment installation plan

due to the more than 17 returns pay-back years 



Electricity price is much lower in recent years than 1987.



Promote Energy Efficiency
The environment protection need is another baffle for poor 
energy efficiency

Taiwan Environmental Protection Union

Insist that a new coal-fired power plant can only be 
built after an old coal-fired power plant is shut down

In case of limited power capacity, Taipower must keep old 
power plant for stabilizing electricity supply

This environmental protection conflicts hinder the 
establishment of new and high efficient power plant



Taipower didn’t enhance their efficiency 
significantly



Deregulate Energy Enterprises
Petroleum market

full opened to all petroleum product imports at 2001 

Electricity market

foreign investors could be permitted to own up to 100% of 
an Independent Power Producer (IPP) 

The electricity liberalization schedule is much behind 
than most countries in the world

electricity price is decided by Taipower mainly



Other Energy Policy Guildlines
Enhancement energy safety and environment protection

Promoting Solar Water Heater Systems (2000)

Subsidizing Solar Photovoltaic Systems (2000)

Subsidizing the Resource Exploration of Geothermal Power 
Demonstration Systems (2005) 

Subsidizing Energy Crop Green Bus Projects (2006)

Reinforce Energy R&D

Promote Education and Dissemination



Near-term and Long-term Solutions for 
Energy Issues in Taiwan

Current issues confronted by Taiwan's energy policy

Price devaluation

Significant greenhouse gas emission

Behind schedule for liberalization

Poor energy efficiency enhancement



Price devaluation 
Most fuel prices in Taiwan are much lower than in the 
international market

Almost 100% crude import brings extremely tough burden for 
Taiwan’s economy recently

The old government applied the freezing price policy for fuel 
cost

alleviate the higher living cost due to the increasing fuel 
cost

suppressed a lot of complaints from public 

incurred huge deficit of CPC and Taipower



Significant Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

In 2005, Taiwan emits 284.40 million tons of CO2 

emissions

ranking the 24th in the world 

around 1% of the world’s total emissions

Figure 3: the per capita CO2 emission in Taiwan

higher than the main industrial Asian countries

Figure 4: the increasing greenhouse gas emissions in all 
sectors

the industrial sector is the major emission producers 







Behind Schedule for Liberalization 
Taipower

decides the wholesale and resale electricity price 
alone

bought all electricity from all power plants and sold to all 
electricity users

IPPs generated 15.49% of the power and cogeneration power 
plants generated 18.22% of the power in 2007

This monopoly behavior is criticized by many experts 
and consumer representatives



The lower energy price around 1999 to 2003 should be the 
main reason of poor energy efficiency 



Near-term Solutions for Energy Issues 
in Taiwan

Oil and electricity price devaluation is the most urgent 
problem 

CPC and Taipower had lost huge money due to the price 
freezing policy 

Properly unfreezing the price cap should be the most 
important near-term solution 

improve the policy effects of energy conservation and 
CO2 emission reduction 



Floating Oil Price Mechanism
Fuel price is decided by CPC but monitored by the Oil and 
Electricity Price Commission for a long while

people always complain that CPC tends to overreact to the 
rising cost but less respond to the decreasing cost 

The floating oil price mechanism

to determine a fair price

P = A + B * 0.8 

A represents the original fuel price 

B is the percentage imported cost change in a certain period 

0.8 is the relative share of crude oil cost



Floating Oil Price Mechanism
The rapid increasing crude oil price in the international 
market in 2007 again incurs lots of complaints

The old Taiwan government freezes the fuel price again

for calming down the complaints 

for the considering of president campaign  

The floating price mechanism is then stopped in the 
end of 2007



Small Electricity Price Adjustment
Taipower actually faces similar trouble as CPC and gets 
even worse fortunate  

The increasing electricity price will result in much 
stronger economic negative impacts

the old Taiwan government keeps freezing the 
electricity price in all periods

but allowing small price adjustment for reflecting the 
significant increasing fuel cost in the summer peak-load 
period



Energy Conservation And Carbon Cut

The freezing electricity price policy 

less incentive for energy conservation activities for most 
firms 

The only progress for carbon cut right now is the 
voluntary carbon cut of some firms

this poor performance is mainly due to the special role in 
the international organization 

Taiwan does not have any carbon cut obligation and 
privilege 



Energy Conservation And Carbon Cut

Taiwan government still works much harder to cut carbon 
emissions

the request of many domestic environmental protection 
groups 

the consideration of world trade

More countries ask higher environmental protection 
standard for their imported products

the carbon cut policy can actually ensure the products 
competition in the world market 



Long-term Solutions for Energy Issues 
in Taiwan

Develop new sources of traditional energy and 
renewable energy by Investing more funds

Enhance the energy efficiency in all sectors by more 
technology development

the first annual budget of the Petroleum Fund, MOEA 
includes 1 billion for oil exploration to discover and 
develop new oil fields in 2002 



Long-term Solutions for Energy Issues

The freezing electricity price policy brings negative impacts
for these long-term solutions

many private firms have no incentive to purchase the energy 
saving equipment

energy use still keeps significant increase

more and more carbon emission

the significant loss of CPC and Taipower
shrinks the long-term investment funds

the Standard & Poor's devaluate Taipower’s credit as A- and 
negative development (increase the interest expenditure)



Revised Direction of Taiwan’s Energy Policy

The new Government beginning from May 20, 2008 
implements different energy strategy 

less intervention and more free market emphasis

revised floating oil price formula

partial adjustment for electricity price

energy saving and carbon cut intensification

nuclear power reconsideration





Revised Floating Oil Price Formula
Although new Government try very hard to reflect a 
reasonable cost of the market

the great pressure from public media pushes the new 
Government to apply some compensation policy

CPC and new Government absorb almost 40% of the 
increasing cost, the public is still unhappy

Today, the new Government still faces lots of criticism of 
floating oil price mechanism 



Partial Adjustment For Electricity Price

Due to the consideration of economic impacts, the 
electricity price upward adjustment in July only reflect 30%
of the increasing imported cost

In order to create the energy conservation incentive

the new Government institutes more categories for users

higher unit price will be charged to the larger users

every customer can earn some discount if he/she uses 
less electricity than the same period of last year





Energy Saving and 
Carbon Cut Intensification

The unfreeze energy price policy is the most effective way 
to conserve energy and cut carbon emissions 

The new Government insists on the expansion of 
renewable energy

resubmit “the Renewable Energy Development Bill”

The new Government  is also considered for more carbon 
emissions cut

submit “the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Act (draft)”



Nuclear Power Reconsideration

Taipower reflects costs to the electricity market price

huge loss due to the stoppage of Nuclear Power Plant No. 4

fuel costs increase recently 

The cost reflection claim let more and more people aware 
the important role played by nuclear power

Recently, the new Government begins to claim that nuclear 
power should be one of the options for power generation 



Conclusion and Remarks
Taiwan has developed a comprehensive energy policy 
for a long while 

It gets problems in recent years

due to the world trend of energy price boom and 
carbon cut 

The old Government concerns more about the alleviation 
of economic impacts

implements more compensation strategies

freezes the oil prices and electricity prices



Conclusion and Remarks
The new Government concerns more about the free 
market mechanism

implements the price reflection policy

absorbs some cost from diversified sources

Statistical reports show that the oil and electricity use is 
slowly decreasing recently

success of the energy conservation and carbon emissions 
cut policy  

Of course, there are more works for Taiwan Government in 
order to build up a good energy environment
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